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1
1.1

The SCAME logo
Constitutive elements of the logo

The SCAME logo consists of various elements:
-

Name (SCAME)
Pictogram (Rhombuses)
Pay-off (Electrical Solutions)
Identification name of the subsidiary or partner, if any (see Chapter 4).

The proportions of the elements and of the space between one element and the next must be strictly
complied with.

Name

Pictogram

A

B

A B

B

A

B

B

A B

B

C C

C

A

Pay-off
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1
1.1

The SCAME logo
Constitutive elements of the logo

The complete logo (A), in specific cases (i.e., small pagination spaces, poor readability) can be
represented in the variants illustrated here below (B, C, D, E).
When using any one of these variants, please comply with the contents of paragraph 1.2 Dimensions and readability test.
Only for Facebook profile picture (refer to Social Media Policy – Chapter 5.11) option F of the
logo (Pictogram) is allowed.

A - Complete logo
Name + Pay-off + Pictogram

B - Complete centred logo
Name + Pay-off + Centred pictogram

D
Name + Centred pictogram

C

E
Name

Name + Pictogram

F
Pictogram
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1
1.2

The SCAME logo
Dimensions and readability test

Due to its structural characteristics, the complete SCAME logo (A) CANNOT be reproduced in
sizes smaller than 30 mm.
Below this dimension, it is preferable to use the SCAME complete centred logo (B) up to 25 mm,
or to reproduce the logo without pay-off (as in versions C,D and E).

> 30 mm

Complete logo A
(Name + Pay-off + Pictogram)
CANNOT be used with sizes smaller than 30 mm

Complete centred logo B
(Name + Pay-off + Centred pictogram)
CANNOT be used with sizes smaller than 25 mm
> 25 mm

da 15 a 30 mm

< 25 mm

< 15 mm

Logo without pay-off C
(Name + Pictogram)
can be used with sizes included between 15 and 30 mm

Logo without pay-off D
(Name + Centred pictogram)
can be used with sizes smaller than 25 mm

Logo E (Name only)
can be used with sizes smaller than 15 mm,
in cases where the height is limited as well
(and consequently logo D CANNOT be used)

Logo F (Pictogram only)
can be used only for the Facebook profile picture
> 25 mm
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1
1.3

The SCAME logo
Clearance areas

The SCAME logo must be positioned at a minimum distance from elements that have nothing to
do with the logo (i.e., other logos, page edges, etc.).
To this end, the minimum “clearance areas” of the logo are indicated below. The minimum
clearance area is defined by the dimension of the letter “E” of the name.
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2
2.1

The colour
Institutional colours of the logo

The institutional colour of the logo is RED.
In those cases where it is not possible to use this colour (i.e., poor readability against the
background colour, printing problems, etc.), you can use shades of GREY or WHITE, as
illustrated in the examples that follow.

Pantone 485 C
CMYK:
C=0; M=100; Y=100; K=0
RGB
R=218; G=37; B=29

Against a WHITE background
the logo must be RED

Against a RED background,
the logo must be “in negative”,
in other words WHITE

Pantone 877 C
CMYK:
C=0; M=0; Y=0; K=40
RGB
R=150; G=149; B=148

In case where printing problems do not allow
the use of the RED colour, the logo can be
reproduced in GREY
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2
2.2

The colour
Chromatic ratios with the backgrounds

In case it is necessary to position the logo against a colour other than red, the logo must be
reproduced in the colour that guarantees complete readability.
It is preferable to avoid “colour contrasts”: to this end, it is advisable to use NEUTRAL colours
such as white and shades of grey.

CORRECT

NOT CORRECT

x

x

x

x
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3
3.1

Font
Definition of institutional fonts

SCAME's institutional fonts are:
- “CALIBRI” for internal and external correspondence and signature at the bottom of e-mails;
- “VERDANA” used for Power Point presentations;
- “ARIAL” for advertising material;
- “SQUARE” used for the logo pay-off.
Calibri

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Calibri Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Verdana

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Verdana Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Arial Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Arial Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Square 721 Ex Bt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Square 721 BdEx Bt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
8

The international logos
Elements that make the logo

4
4.1

The SCAME logo is represented in the various countries with an additional element (identifying
name of the country or of the international partner), usually placed after the name.
The methods for using the international logos are described in Chapter 5.
SCAME-TOP and SOBEM SCAME are the only Subsidiaries that, due to their different
company set-up, are allowed to use the Subsidiary's logo even in all those situations
where only the SCAME logo is supposed to be used.
The complete identifying names (of significant length) are represented in a size equal to one
half of the SCAME name, and at a distance from the letter equal to the distance between the
letters that make up the SCAME name (Example 1).
The abbreviated identifying names, on the other hand, are represented with a size equal to
that of the SCAME name, and separated from the letter by a dash.
The distance between SCAME, dash and the letters identifying the Subsidiary is equal to the
distance between the letters that make up the SCAME name (Example 2).

Example 1

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A 3xA A

1/2A

1/2A

1/2A

1/2A 1/2A

1/2A

Example 2

A

A
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4
4.2

The international logos
List of international logos
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5
5.1

Coordinated image
Outdoor signs

When using the SCAME logo for outdoor signs please comply with the indications provided in
Chapter 1 – The SCAME logo.

The outdoor signs of the Subsidiaries' production plants can have the respective logos as per
the example provided below.
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5
5.2

Coordinated image
Company vehicles

For the customisation of company vehicles (cars, trucks, fans, etc.), an ad hoc lay-out needs to
be developed, keeping the SCAME logo for foreign markets as well (with the exception of
vehicles already in circulation).

12

www.scame.com

5
5.3

Coordinated image
SCAME PARRE's letterhead

SCAME PARRE S.p.A.
Via Costa Erta, 15
24020 PARRE (Bg) - ITALY
Tel. 0039 035.705000
Fax 0039 035.703122
scame@scame.com
PEC: scameparrespa@pec.it

Operatore economico autorizzato
Semplificazioni doganali/ Sicurezza

CAP. SOC. € 6.000.000 INT. VERS. - COD. FISC. E PART. IVA/VAT/TVA/ N. IT 00137900163 - REG. IMPRESE BG. N° 00137900163 - REA 136163

Letter A4 (210x297 mm)
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www.scame.com

5
5.4

Coordinated image
SUBSIDIARIES' letterhead

SCAME-SK SRO
Nabrezie Oravy 628/3
02601 Dolny Kubin
Slovakia
phone +421.43.5818186
fax +421.43.5818111
scame@scame.sk

SUBSIDIARY's address

Letter A4 (210x297 mm)
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www.scame.com

5
5.5

Coordinated image
SCAME PARRE's business cards and envelopes

NOME e COGNOME
Mansione
e-mail
Cell.

SCAME PARRE S.P.A.
Via Costa Erta 15 - 24020 PARRE (BG) - ITALY
Tel. +39 035 705000 - Fax 039 035 703122
C.F./ P. IVA N. 00137900163

UNI EN ISO 9001

ISO 14001

BS OHSAS 18001

Business card (85x50 mm)

www.scame.com

CAP. SOC. € 6.000.000 INT. VERS. - COD. FISC. E PART. IVA/VAT/TVA/ N. IT 00137900163 - REG. IMPRESE BG. N° 00137900163 - REA 136163

SCAME PARRE S.p.A.
Via Costa Erta, 15
24020 PARRE (Bg) - ITALY
Tel. 0039 035.705000 - Fax 0039 035.703122
scame@scame.com

SCAME PARRE S.p.A.
Via Costa Erta, 15
24020 PARRE (Bg) - ITALY
Tel. 0039 035.705000 - Fax 0039 035.703122
scame@scame.com

CAP. SOC. € 6.000.000 INT. VERS. - COD. FISC. E PART. IVA/VAT/TVA/ N. IT 00137900163 - REG. IMPRESE BG. N° 00137900163 - REA 136163

www.scame.com

Envelope (230x110 mm)

Envelope (260x190 mm)
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5
5.6

Coordinated image
SUBSIDIARIES' business cards and envelopes

NAME SURNAME
Job Title
e-mail
Mob.

SCAME-SK SRO
Nabrezie Oravy 628/3 - 02601 Dolny Kubin - SLOVAKIA
phone +421.43.5818186 - fax +421.43.5818111
www.scame.sk - scame@scame.sk

SUBSIDIARY's address
UNI EN ISO 9001

ISO 14001

BS OHSAS 18001

www.scame.com

Business card (85x50 mm)

SCAME-SK SRO
Nabrezie Oravy 628/3
02601 Dolny Kubin - SLOVAKIA
phone +421.43.5818186 - fax +421.43.5818111
scame@scame.sk

SUBSIDIARY's address

www.scame.com

Envelope (230x110 mm)

SCAME-SK SRO
Nabrezie Oravy 628/3
02601 Dolny Kubin - SLOVAKIA
phone +421.43.5818186 - fax +421.43.5818111
scame@scame.sk

SUBSIDIARY's address

Envelope (260x190 mm)
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Coordinated image
Lay-out of PowerPoint presentations

5
5.7
Cover

Font: VERDANA
Colour: Black
Dimension: 40 pt.

Cover title
Speaker name

Place and data

Font: VERDANA
Colour: Black
Dimension: 12 pt.

Page

Slide title

Font: VERDANA
Colour: Nero
Dimension: 20 pt.

Text title
Title

Font: VERDANA (Bold for the title)
Colour: Black
Dimension: 12 pt.

2
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5
5.7

Coordinated image
Lay-out of PowerPoint presentations

Final page

Font: VERDANA
Colour: Black
Dimension: 40 pt.

Thanks for the attention

3
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5
5.8

Coordinated image
Signature at the bottom of e-mails

In order to standardize external communication and provide a better service to those who use
the information contained at the bottom of the e-mail for the purpose of contacting SCAME, all
outgoing e-mails that require a full signature must comply with the following example:
Name Surname
Position/ Office or Department

Font: CALIBRI Italic
Colour: Black
Dimension: 11 pt.

SCAME PARRE SPA
Via Costa Erta 15
24020 Parre BG - Italy
tel. ++39 035 705000 – int.xxx (or direct number)
fax ++39 035 703122 (or personalised fax)
cell. xxx
e-mail: xxx
www.scame.com

Font: CALIBRI
Colour: Black
Dimension: 11 pt.

Basic dimension: 5 cm
In case an additional address needs to be shown (i.e., the address of a warehouse where to pickup goods), must be added under the company main one.
Name Surname
Position/ Office or Department
SCAME PARRE SPA
Via Costa Erta 15
24020 Parre BG - Italy
SCAME PARRE SPA - Warehouse
Via Spiazzi 51
24028 Ponte Nossa BG - Italy
tel. ++39 035 705000 – int.xxx (or direct number)
fax ++39 035 703122 (or personalised fax)
mob. xxx
e-mail: xxx
www.scame.com

For the Subsidiaries:
Name Surname
Position/ Office or Department
SCAME-SK SRO
Nabrezie Oravy 628/3
02601 Dolny Kubin - Slovakia
phone: xxx
fax xxx
mob.: xxx
e-mail: xxx
web site

SUBSIDIARY's address
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5
5.9

Coordinated image
Promotional material for stores and tradeshows

All promotional material must bear the SCAME logo for foreign markets as well, as represented
here below.

Promotional material includes:
-

Panels for tradeshows
Panels for stores
Floor and counter displays
Promotional flyers
Catalogues and single-topic publications

The following items, on the other hand, can be customized with the Subsidiaries' logos:
- Catalogues, price lists and brochures intended for local markets
20

5
5.10

Coordinated image
Advertising material

All advertising material must bear the SCAME logo for foreign markets as well.

Promotional materials include:
-

Advertising pages (dedicated page 22)
Gadgets developed by SCAME (parent company)
Posters
Advertising flyers

The following items, on the other hand, can be customized through the addition of the
Subsidiaries' logos:
- Gadgets developed by the Subsidiaries directly
- Advertising material for local sponsorships
(i.e., sports teams jerseys, logos on sponsorship leaflets, etc.).
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5
5.10

Coordinated image
Advertising material

Example of an advertising page

SUBSIDIARY's address

The SCAME logo must also be included in advertising pages intended for foreign markets.
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5
5.11

Coordinated image
Social Media Policy

SCAME AND BRANCHES FACEBOOK PAGE - SETTINGS

- PROFILE NAME: Mother Company or branch business name
- CATEGORY: in the category section select “COMPANY” and not “ORGANIZATION”
- PROFILE PHOTO: pictogram (rhombuses) of the logo as per 1.1 - Constitutive Elements of
the logo and 1.2 - Dimensions and readability test
- COVER PHOTO: picture of SCAME products (most popular and strategic), or picture of the
company building
- AUTHORIZATION: each Manager of SCAME pages ( Mother Company as well as Branch) can
appoint other Managers of the page in charge of posting news
- PRIVACY: page has to be open, without any access restriction

SOCIAL MEDIA ALLOWED CONTENTS

- New products
- New product campaigns
- Exhibitions
- Meeting with customers
- Promotions to customers
- Press concerning Mother Company or Branches
- Post present on Mother Company or other Branches pages
- Picture of SCAME products installations (with specific privacy consent by the client)
- Local sponsorships

SOCIAL MEDIA NOT ALLOWED CONTENTS

- Political ideas
- Any form of discrimination
- Generic news/ video not strictly related with SCAME activities and the electric world
- Comments about competitors, especially if negative
- News about incoming products or open projects, without prior authorization from the
Mother Company
- Picture of SCAME products installations (without specific privacy consent by the client)

BRANCHES RESPONSIBILITY

- Reply in a timely, appropriate and polite manner to any request (message, request of info,
comments on post, etc.)
- Pubblication of documents strictly related to brand promotion
- Promptly remove post/ news not tolerated by Mother Company
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6
6.1

The SCAME BE logo
Logo structure

The BE logo stylizes a green leaf inclusive of two letter “b” and “e”.
The BE (acronym for “Be Eco”) logo replaces previous SCAME ECOMOBILITY logo, preserving
the same field of application: E-Mobility.
Any use of SCAME ECOMOBILITY logo stopped from 1st June 2019.

The BE logo has its own independence and doesn't need to be connected directly to SCAME logo.
It must always go along with SCAME logo, but not necessarily joined.
When it lacks of space for placing the two logos separately, the BE logo can be joined to SCAME
logo without pay-off “Electrical Solutions”, but always in presence of a separator:

Name

Pictogram

Separator

½
A
A

B

A B

B

A

B

B

A B

B

B

C

C

A
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6
6.2

The SCAME BE logo
Introduction and fields of application

Unlike the SCAME ECOMOBILITY logo, BE logo has to be used only:
1 - On the physical E-mobility product itself;
2 - In situations and contexts clearly connected to the E-mobility products.
For instance:
1 - PowerPoint presentations. In case of generic presentations inclusive of a corporate
introduction, SCAME logo on slide cover and on the internal slides (please refer to paragraph 5.7
of the present document). For slides specifically refereed to E-Mobility products the SCAME logo
must be replaced by SCAME BE logo. In case of presentations specifically focused on E-Mobility
products the SCAME BE logo can replace the SCAME logo even on the slide cover.
2 - Advertising in any form, digital or paper.
3 - Catalogues and monothematic publications strictly referred to E-mobility products
(charging stations and components). On the frontcover and inner pages.
4 - Panels and display boards for E-Mobility products. In case of exhibitions the main booth
logo must remain the SCAME one.
5 - Manuals and instruction sheets. On the frontcover and inner pages.
In other situations, when it comes to institutional communication, the BE logo, stand alone or
associated to SCAME logo, doesn't consitute an alternative to the SCAME logo, therefore it can
not be used in this sense.

Example of an Power Point presentations

Font: VERDANA
Colour: Black
Dimension: 40 pt.

Cover title
Speaker name

Place and data

Font: VERDANA
Colour: Black
Dimension: 12 pt.
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6
6.2

The SCAME BE logo
Fields of application

Example of an advertising page
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6
6.2

The SCAME BE logo
Fields of application

Example of catalogues and monothematic publications
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6
6.2

The SCAME BE logo
Fields of application

Example of panels and display boards
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7
7.1

The Colour
Institutional colours of the BE logo

As regards the institutional colour of the SCAME logo, please comply with the indications
provided in paragraph 2.1.
The colour of the BE logo is green.
Pantone 375 C
CMYK:
C=45 M=0; Y=90; K=0
RGB
R=117; G=190; B=73

Against a WHITE background,
the logo must be positioned
with the original colour

In case it is necessary to position the logo against a colour other than WHITE, the logo must be
reproduced in the colour that guarantees complete readability (WHITE and GREEN), as
illustrated in the example here below:

Against a GREEN background,
the logo must be WHITE

Agains a GREY background,
the logo must be WHITE

The BE logo, stand alone or associated to SCAME logo, can’t be positioned on a RED
background.
The RED background remains exlusive of the SCAME logo.
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